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Nobel laureate Edmund Phelps warns the Arab
Spring countries not to follow the West’s misguided
lead into corporatism rather than true capitalism
ÅÅ and death of Gaddafi in Libya,
Syria’s repressive regime under pressure, and
elections due in post-revolutionary Tunisia
and Egypt, what are the chances that the
positive political change of the Arab Spring
will be followed by equally positive
economic developments?
Many fear that these countries could slip
into the category of so-called ‘fragile states’,
in which social and religious tensions lead
to continuing civil conflict and economic
stagnation. But the real threat is not a fragile
state but an over-mighty state, where the
economy remains a closed system run by
insiders for their own benefit.
The dictatorships of North Africa
have been described as capitalist economies,
but in reality they were ‘corporatist’
economies, where privileges and connections
were the key to personal success, and where
open competition and meritocracy were
absent. In Tunisia the insiders were those
well connected to the ruling family; in Egypt
they were members of the military with a
share in the ownership or management of
privatised enterprises.

In corporatist economies, masses of
ordinary citizens are denied the chance to
achieve their potential. While demands for
social justice lay behind the uprisings in
Tunisia and Egypt, they were less concerned
with inequalities of income or wealth as with
inequality of opportunity. The young people
protesting in Tunis and Cairo wanted to
start businesses, enter industries, compete
for places in companies and see an end to
excessive licensing. But it is by no means
clear they can achieve these aims even under
new governments. The Egyptian army is
reluctant to give up its powerful role in the
economy. And, in Tunisia, foreign bankers are
teaming up with local insiders to launch new
infrastructure projects, including questionable
initiatives in the desert. Such projects will
not contribute to the advancement of young
Tunisians, who are looking for careers not
temporary construction work.
The system that would be most
appropriate for Tunisia and Egypt is the basic
capitalism developed by Britain and the US
in the first half of the 19th century on the
way to building their highly successful
!
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! economies. The foundations of this system
are civil liberties, property rights, secure
contracts, an independent judiciary able to
restrain the government, local banks linked
with local entrepreneurs, financial firms that
supply venture capital and ease of market
entry by new companies.
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The most obvious symptom of the
protests. But such movements have not
present-day corporatist economies on both
been confined to Arab dictatorships. On
sides of the Atlantic is an excess of state
the other side of the Mediterranean, Greece
borrowing and bank lending. In the US, fiscal and Spain in particular have had a series
discipline was thrown to the winds after the
of demonstrations, not all peaceful, in
presidencies of Ronald Reagan, George HW
response to austerity measures and high
Bush and Bill Clinton. With total
unemployment. The summer
federal outlay exploding since 2002 >;ÆEDBOÆ
of 2011 also saw violent riots in
IEBKJ?EDÆ?IÆJEÆ
Å 
while federal revenue has declined
some British cities, in part
Today’s Western economies are some
steadily, there are now massive
:EÆ;L;HOJ>?D=Æ it seems a result of the thwarted
distance from providing such a textbook
levels of public debt.
ambitions of disillusioned
FEII?8B;Æ
model of capitalism. Indeed, continental
In Europe, a new kind
youth. And perhaps ahead of
JEÆFHECEJ;Æ
Europe might still be accused of pursuing
of alliance has emerged. The
their time in 2006, there was
classic corporatism, in which the state takes
politicians wanted sovereign bonds ;DJ;HFH?I;Æ7D:Æ serious civil unrest among
whatever measures it deems desirable in the
rated risk-free so they could borrow ?DDEL7J?ED
disadvantaged young people
name of ‘solidarity’ and ‘social protection’,
at very low interest rates, and the
of North African origin in the
constrained only by the need to show efforts
banks wanted sovereign debt to
‘banlieues’ of several French cities.
to restore growth whenever the economy
be rated so risk-free that no capital is
The Arab countries can hardly look
flags. Certainly, Europe retains many
required against bank holdings of these
to the economies and societies of the
examples of economic rigidity, a deficiency
assets. This was accomplished through an
West right now as an example of true
of entrepreneurialism and conspicuously high implicit commitment to bail out a
capitalism. So what should be their way
unemployment – all hallmarks of corporatism. government in the event that it has serious
forward? It is certainly not Tunisia’s
Meanwhile, in the US there are
difficulty servicing its sovereign debt.
‘cathedrals in the desert’, the vast
disquieting signs of growing rigidities –
This alliance may seem to benefit the
infrastructure projects promoted by the
gridlock in Washington, a politically powerful insiders, both the politicians and the banks.
International Monetary Fund. Nor
financial sector able to circumvent fuzzy
But the implicit bond guarantees impose
necessarily is it education: huge
new regulations, and huge expenditures
costs on the public, which have become very unemployment among educated Tunisians
on lobbying by all sorts of interest groups
evident in the ‘austerity measures’ – tax rises was one of the drivers of the revolution.
seeking a champion in the nation’s capital.
and spending cuts – many governments are
When the US economy seemed to be
implementing in an effort to restore fiscal
Å  Å 
dynamic and performing well, particularly
discipline. This is an example of when
The only solution is to do everything possible
during the glorious internet revolution, these
corporatism starts to lose public support.
to promote enterprise and innovation. That
problems could be ignored. But over the
The dissatisfied populations of North
means establishing the right for people to start
past decade, the US has undoubtedly passed
Africa eventually showed their feelings
up their own businesses, enabling new entry
into the land of corporatism.
about overweening state controls in public
and entrepreneurship, and encouraging a more
meritocratic way of hiring people in existing
businesses. And it means ending support
<J;HÅJ>;Å H78ÅFH?D= ÅM>7JÅ<EHCÅE<Å
=EL;HDC;DJÅM?BBÅB;7:ÅJEÅ>EF;:Ä<EHÅ
for sclerotic state-backed businesses and
9>7D=;Å?DÅ=OFJ ÅKD?I?7Å7D:Å;BI;M>;H;
removing the blocks on people’s initiative in
pursuing even the humblest enterprise.
We understand, at least intellectually,
what the solutions should be. But in the
shadow of severe economic challenges in
the West and political and religious tensions
in North Africa, there are many obstacles
in the way of helping the Arab countries
move beyond corporatism to achieve a new
liberal, capitalist economy.
But particularly at a time of global
economic crisis, it is too easy to be
pessimistic. The countries of the Arab Spring
are undergoing dramatic political change. We
must hope that their populations – especially
the excluded younger generation – can
experience economic change on a similar
scale, bringing the opportunities for careers
and personal development that they rightly
demanded when they first took to the streets. "
MMM9EBKC8?7;:K
:CKD:Å>;BFI is the McVickar Professor
of Political Economy at Columbia
University and Director of the Centre on
Capitalism and Society. He was awarded
the 2006 Nobel Prize in Economics
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European job creation is inadequate in three key sectors

 Å  Å Å<EHÅ
;CFBEOC;DJ ÅI;JÅ?DÅ ?I8EDÅ?DÅs{{{ Å>7L;Å
DEJÅ8;;DÅC;JÅ8OÅ7BBÅC;C8;HÅIJ7J;IÅ>;Å
;:?J;HH7D;7DÅ9EKDJH?;IÅ?DÅF7HJ?9KB7HÅ7H;Å<7HÅ
<HECÅJ>;ÅE8@;9J?L;ÅE<Å=;JJ?D=Åx{ÅF;HÅ9;DJÅE<ÅÅ
J>;ÅMEHA?D=Å7=;ÅFEFKB7J?EDÅ?DJEÅ;CFBEOC;DJÅ
D:ÅKHEF;«IÅEL;H7BBÅ@E8IÅF;H<EHC7D9;Å
9EDJ?DK;IÅJEÅB7=Å8;>?D:ÅJ>;ÅÅEÅKD:;HIJ7D:Å
J>;Å<KJKH;ÅE<ÅMEHAÅ?DÅKHEF; Å?JÅ?IÅMEHJ>Å
9ECF7H?D=ÅM>?9>ÅI;9JEHIÅ7H;Å9H;7J?D=Å@E8IÅ
J>;H;Å7D:Å79HEIIÅJ>;Å JB7DJ?9Å>;ÅÅ?IÅJ>;Å
CEIJÅ7:L7D9;:Å9EKDJHOÅJ;9>DEBE=?97BBOÅÅ
7D:Å7ÅB;7:;HÅ?DÅ:;L;BEF?D=ÅD;MÅA?D:IÅE<ÅÅ
;9EDEC?9Å79J?L?JOÅÅJ>?DAÅE<Å?B?9EDÅ7BB;OÅÅ
D:Å>7:ÅKHEF;«IÅF;H<EHC7D9;Å<EBBEM;:ÅÅ
J>;ÅÅCEH;Å9BEI;BOÅEL;HÅJ>;ÅB7IJÅt{ÅÅ
O;7HI ÅJ>;Å«IÅ;CFBEOC;DJÅ7C8?J?EDIÅÅ
MEKB:Å>7L;Å8;;DÅC;J
KJÅI?D9;ÅJ>;Å;7HBOÅrzx{I Å;CFBEOC;DJÅ
?DÅJ>;ÅJMEÅ9EDJ?D;DJIÅ>7IÅ8;;DÅEDÅ:?<<;H;DJÅ
JH79AIÅEDI?:;HÅJ>;?HÅF;H<EHC7D9;Å@KIJÅ8;<EH;Å
J>;ÅH;7JÅ;9;II?EDÅE<Ås{{yÄ{zÅDÅJ>;ÅVHIJÅ
;?=>JÅO;7HIÅE<ÅJ>;Ås{{{I ÅCEH;ÅJ>7DÅJ>H;;Å
GK7HJ;HIÅE<Å C;H?97DIÅ7=;:Å8;JM;;DÅrvÅ7D:Å
wuÅM;H;Å?DÅ;CFBEOC;DJ Å9ECF7H;:ÅJEÅEDBOÅ
JMEÅJ>?H:IÅE<ÅJ>;?HÅKHEF;7DÅ9EKDJ;HF7HJIÅ
H?J7?DÅ?IÅDEJÅ9H;7J?D=Å;DEK=>Å@E8IÅ?DÅJ>;ÅH;J7?B?D=Å
EKFB;:ÅM?J>Å>?=>;HÅ;DHEBC;DJÅH7J;IÅ?DÅ>?=>;HÅ I;9JEHÅ9ECF7H;:ÅJEÅ?DÅJ>;Å
;:K97J?EDÅ?DÅJ>;Å Å7ÅBEJÅCEH;Å C;H?97DIÅ
?DÅKHEF; Å9EC8?D;:ÅM?J>Å7DÅ7BJ;HD7J?L;ÅJEÅ
M;H;Å79J?L;ÅEKJI?:;ÅJ>;Å>EC;
;CFBEO?D=ÅCEH;Å7II?IJ7DJIÅI;B<Ä>;BF
EEA?D=Å:;;F;HÅ?DJEÅJ>;ÅJH7DI7JB7DJ?9Å
>;H;Å?IÅ7ÅJH7:;ÄE<<Å?DÅI>EFF?D=ÅKIJEC;HIÅ
;CFBEOC;DJÅ=7F ÅJ>H;;ÅI;9JEHIÅ799EKDJÅ
97DÅ=EÅJEÅI>EFIÅM?J>ÅBEJIÅE<Å7II?IJ7DJI Å8KJÅ
<EHÅCEIJÅE<ÅJ>;Å:?<<;H;D9;IÅ?HIJ ÅI;HL?9;IÅ
J>;OÅ7H;ÅKIK7BBOÅCEH;Å;NF;DI?L;Å8;97KI;ÅJ>;?HÅ
FHEL?:;:Å:?H;9JBOÅJEÅJ>;ÅFK8B?9 ÅIK9>Å7IÅ
9EIJIÅ7H;Å>?=>;HÅHÅJ>;OÅ97DÅ=EÅJEÅ9>;7F;HÅ
H;J7?B?D=Å;9ED: Å8KI?D;IIÄJEÄ8KI?D;IIÅ
I>EFIÅM>;H;ÅJ>;OÅ7H;ÅB?A;BOÅJEÅIF;D:ÅCEH;ÅJ?C;Å
I;HL?9;I ÅIK9>Å7IÅVD7D9; Å?DIKH7D9;ÅÅ
VD:?D=ÅM>7JÅJ>;OÅM7DJÅJ>;CI;BL;IÅ
7D:Å9ECC;H9?7BÅFHEF;HJOÅ D:ÅJ>?H: Å
?BBÆJ7N;IÆ>7L;ÆÆ ;97KI;ÅJ>;Å9EIJIÅE<Å;CFBEO?D=Å
I;HL?9;IÅH;B7J;:ÅJEÅ>;7BJ>ÅÅ
JEÆ=EÆKFÆJEÆ
7II?IJ7DJIÅ7H;Å>?=>;HÅJ>7DÅ?DÅJ>;Å
7D:Å;:K97J?ED
 ÅKHEF;7DÅI>EFIÅA;;FÅJ>;?HÅ
DÅJ>;ÅB7J;Årzx{I ÅJ>;Å7DDK7BÅ
IK8I?:?I;ÆÆ
9EIJIÅ:EMDÅ8OÅI>?<J?D=ÅF7HJÅE<ÅJ>;Å
>EKHIÅE<ÅMEHAÅ?DÅ;79>ÅI;9JEHÅ?DÅ
@E8IÆ?DÆJ>;Æ
7II?IJ7DJ«IÅ@E8ÅJEÅJ>;Å9KIJEC;HÅ  Å
J>;ÅÅ;N9;;:;:ÅJ>EI;Å?DÅKHEF;Å
I;9JEHÆJ>7JÆ
J>;Å>EC;ÅFHE:K9JIÅH;J7?B;H Å9EKB:Å
8OÅ78EKJÅx{Å<EHÅ;L;HOED;Å7=;:Å
8;JM;;DÅrvÅ7D:ÅwuÅOÅJ>;Å;7HBOÅ
M?BBÆ<;;BÆCEIJÆ DEJÅ>7L;Å;C;H=;:Å?DÅJ>;Å
EC;J>?D=ÅI?C?B7HÅ?IÅ>7FF;D?D=Å
s{{{I ÅJ>;Å;NJH7Å>EKHIÅMEHA;:Å
FH;IIKH;Æ<EHÆÆ
?DÅ8KI?D;IIÅI;HL?9;IÅÅ9ECF7D?;IÅ
7DDK7BBOÅ8OÅ C;H?97DIÅ>7:Å@KCF;:Å
7H;ÅKI?D=Å;NJ;HD7BÅIF;9?7B?IJÅI;HL?9;IÅ
JEÅrs{Å?DÅ>;7BJ>Å7D:Å;:K97J?ED År{{Å @E8Æ9H;7J?ED
CK9>ÅCEH;Å<H;GK;DJBOÅJ>7DÅKHEF;7DÅ9ECF7D?;IÅ
?DÅ8KI?D;IIÄJEÄ8KI?D;IIÅI;HL?9;IÅ7D:ÅÅ
8;97KI;Å?JÅ?IÅ9>;7F;HÅ7D:ÅGK?9A;HÅJEÅI;JÅKFÅIK9>Å
y{Å?DÅH;J7?BÅ EIJÅE<ÅJ>;ÅÅ=7?DIÅM;H;Å?DÅ
I;HL?9;IÅDIJ;7: ÅKHEF;7DÅ9ECF7D?;IÅC?=>JÅ=EÅ
>;7BJ> ÅH;J7?B?D=Å7D:Å7ÅH7D=;ÅE<Å8KI?D;IIÅ
M?J>EKJÅJ>;ÅI;HL?9;IÅEHÅFHEL?:;ÅJ>;CÅ?DJ;HD7BBO
I;HL?9;I Å?D9BK:?D=Å799EKDJ7D9OÅ7D:Å
>;Å7:L7DJ7=;ÅE<Å;NJ;HD7BÅI;HL?9;IÅ?IÅÅ
C7D7=;C;DJÅ9EDIKBJ7D9O
DEJÅEDBOÅ?DÅ;CFBEOC;DJÅ8KJÅ7BIEÅ?DÅ;<V9?;D9OÅÅ
OÅIF;9?7B?I?D= Å?D:;F;D:;DJÅFHEL?:;HIÅ97DÅ
ÅÅÅÅ Å
?CFHEL;Å;<V9?;D9OÅ7D:ÅFHEL?:;Å8;JJ;HÅI;HL?9;IÅ
>OÅ?IÅKHEF;ÅDEJÅ9H;7J?D=Å;DEK=>Å@E8IÅ?DÅ
<EHÅEJ>;HIÅEÅKHEF;Å?IÅBEI?D=ÅEKJÅ?DÅ8EJ>Å
J>;I;ÅI;9JEHIÅ7A;ÅH;J7?B?D=Å;EFB;ÅM>EÅ
;CFBEOC;DJÅ7D:ÅFHE:K9J?L?JOÅKJÅJ>;ÅÅ
>7L;Å8;;DÅI>EFF?D=Å?DÅJ>;ÅÅADEMÅJ>7JÅ?JÅ
8?==;IJÅ=HEMJ>Å?DÅJ>;Å=7FÅ8;JM;;DÅJ>;ÅÅ
?IÅCK9>Å;7I?;HÅJEÅ=;JÅ7II?IJ7D9;ÅJ>;H;ÅJ>7DÅ
?DÅKHEF;7DÅI>EFIÅ9EDEC?IJIÅ7I9H?8;ÅJ>;I;Å 7D:ÅKHEF;Å?IÅ7BIEÅJ>;ÅCEIJÅ9EDJHEL;HI?7BÅ
CFBEOC;DJÅ?DÅ>;7BJ>Å>7IÅ=HEMDÅCK9>Å<7IJ;HÅ?DÅ
:?<<;H;D9;IÅJEÅJ7N7J?EDÅ7D:ÅH;=KB7J?EDIÅJ>7JÅ
J>;Å Å;L;DÅJ>EK=>ÅJ>;ÅKHEF;7DÅFEFKB7J?EDÅ?IÅ
C7A;Å;CFBEO?D=Å7II?IJ7DJIÅCEH;Å;NF;DI?L;Å

7=;?D=Å<7IJ;HÅJ>7DÅJ>;ÅÅED;Å>OÅ>;ÅÅ
@E8IÅ?DÅJ>;ÅÅ>;7BJ>ÅI;9JEHÅ7H;Å?DÅC;:?97BÅ
I;HL?9;IÅ7D:ÅIE9?7BÅ97H; ÅM>;H;Å9EIJIÅÅ
>7L;ÅH?I;DÅ;DEHCEKIBOÅIÅJ>;ÅH;7IEDÅJ>7JÅ
KHEF;Å?IÅDEJÅ9H;7J?D=Å;DEK=>Å@E8IÅ?DÅ
>;7BJ>97H;ÅI;HL?9;IÅJ>;Å<79JÅJ>7JÅ9EIJIÅ7H;ÅÅ
DEJÅ7BBEM;:ÅJEÅH?I;Å<7IJ;HÅÅMEKB:ÅB?A;ÅJEÅÅ
J>?DAÅJ>7JÅJ>?IÅ?IÅDEJÅJ>;ÅH;7IED
KHEF;Å>7IÅ7ÅCEH;Å97H?D=ÅIE9?7BÅIOIJ;CÅ
IKFFEHJ;:Å8OÅFK8B?9ÅFEB?9O ÅM?J>ÅCK9>ÅE<Å
J>;Å9EIJIÅE<Å;:K97J?EDÅ7D:Å>;7BJ>97H;Å8EHD;Å
8OÅJ>;ÅIJ7J;Å;C7D:Å<EHÅJ>;I;ÅI;HL?9;I Å
;IF;9?7BBOÅ>;7BJ> ÅM?BBÅ?D9H;7I;ÅÅF7HJBOÅ
8;97KI;ÅE<Å7=;?D=ÅFEFKB7J?EDI Å8KJÅ7BIEÅ
8;97KI;ÅM?J>ÅH?I?D=ÅB?L?D=ÅIJ7D:7H:IÅF;EFB;Å
;NF;9JÅ8;JJ;HÅ>;7BJ>97H;
  ÅÅ
EMÅ97DÅ=EL;HDC;DJIÅC;;JÅJ>;Å9EIJIÅE<Å
J>;I;ÅI;HL?9;IÅ>;ÅÅ>7IÅI>EMDÅED;ÅM7OÅ
8OÅ7BBEM?D=Å9EIJIÅJEÅ?D9H;7I;Å7D:ÅB;JJ?D=ÅJ>;Å
FH?L7J;ÅI;9JEHÅJ7A;ÅJ>;Å?D?J?7J?L;ÅM;:;DÅ7D:Å
EJ>;HÅ97D:?D7L?7DÅ9EKDJH?;IÅ>7L;ÅI>EMDÅ
7DEJ>;HÅM7OÅ8OÅ?D9H;7I?D=ÅJ7N;IÅ7D:ÅKI?D=Å
J>;ÅH;L;DK;ÅJEÅIK8I?:?I;Å@E8IÅ?DÅ>;7BJ>97H;
>;Å>EKHIÅE<ÅMEHAÅ:;LEJ;:ÅJEÅ@E8IÅ?DÅ
>;7BJ>Å7D:Å;:K97J?EDÅ?DÅM;:;DÅ;N9;;:Å;L;DÅ
J>EI;Å?DÅJ>;Å ÅM>?B;Å>EKHIÅMEHA;:Å?DÅJ>;Å
;KHEPED;Å9EKDJH?;IÅ<7BBÅM;BBÅI>EHJÅE<Å8EJ>Å
KJÅJ>;ÅJ7N;IÅD;;:;:ÅJEÅVD7D9;ÅJ>;I;Å@E8IÅ?DÅ
M;:;DÅ7H;ÅL;HOÅ>?=>Å9ECF7H;:ÅM?J>ÅJ>EI;Å
?DÅEJ>;HÅKHEF;7DÅ9EKDJH?;IÅM;:?I>Å@E8Å
9H;7J?EDÅ?DÅEJ>;HÅI;9JEHI ÅIK9>Å7IÅH;J7?B?D=ÅÅ
7D:Å>EC;ÅH;F7?HI Å>7IÅIK<<;H;: ÅM>?9>ÅÅ
C;7DIÅJ>7JÅEL;H7BBÅJ>;Å9EKDJHOÅ?IÅ8;>?D:ÅJ>;Å
ÅEÅ;L;DÅM?J>?DÅKHEF; Å?JÅ?IÅDEÅ9E?D9?:;D9;Å
J>7JÅ  Å?IÅ7ÅM;:?I>Å9ECF7DOÅJÅ?IÅ7BIEÅÅ
DEÅ9E?D9?:;D9;ÅJ>7JÅ;7J?D=ÅEKJÅ?DÅM;:;DÅÅ
?IÅCK9>ÅCEH;Å;NF;DI?L;Å7D:ÅB;IIÅ9ECCEDÅ
J>7DÅ;7J?D=ÅEKJÅ?D ÅI7O ÅJ7BO
IÅJ>?IÅJ>;Å<KJKH;ÅE<ÅMEHAÅ?DÅKHEF;Å?BBÅ
J7N;IÅ>7L;ÅJEÅ=EÅKFÅJEÅIK8I?:?I;Å@E8IÅ?DÅJ>;Å
I;9JEHÅJ>7JÅM?BBÅ<;;BÅCEIJÅFH;IIKH;Å<EHÅ@E8Å
9H;7J?EDÅKHEF;7DÅ9?J?P;DIÅ>7L;Å7ÅJEK=>Å
:;9?I?EDÅJEÅC7A; Å8KJÅVHIJÅJ>;OÅCKIJÅIEHJÅEKJÅ
J>;?HÅFK8B?9Å:;8JÅFHE8B;CIÅJ>;HM?I;ÅJ>;Å
IE9?7BÅ97H;ÅIOIJ;CÅJ>7JÅ?IÅIEÅ:;;FBOÅHEEJ;:Å?DÅ
KHEF;«IÅ9KBJKH;ÅM?BBÅ8;9EC;ÅKDJ;D78B;Å"
;9EDBI;79KAIJ7<<97F?D:;NØEMD>JCB
ÅÅ
Å ÅÅ
Norman Sosnow Chair in
Economics at the London
School of Economics,
and joint winner of
the Nobel Prize for
Economics in 2010
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Trends in household inflation for the rich and poor differ

 ÅÅ   such as the Retail
income distribution, rich and poor households
Prices Index (RPI), are all indicators of how
are likely to experience different inflation rates
prices are changing for a ‘typical household’. on average from year-to-year. For example,
But how much variation is there in the inflation in years when domestic fuel prices rise faster
experiences of rich and poor households?
than general prices, poorer households will,
And are any differences persistent or do they other things being equal, experience higher
tend to cancel out over time? Research by the inflation rates than richer households – as the
Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) is shedding
poor tend to devote more of their spending to
light on these questions.
heating. So how have inflation rates differed
Official inflation measures are produced by between different income groups over time?
first surveying the prices of different goods and
The chart shows annual average inflation
services across the economy, and then
rates experienced in three parts of the income
weighting year-to-year price changes for
distribution from 2000-2010. There are
individual goods according to
differences but no single group
EEH;HÆ
how important they are in average
consistently experienced higher
>EKI;>EB:IÆ
household budgets. The inflation
inflation rates. In some years,
rates faced by individual households ;NF;H?;D9;:Æ
poorer households faced higher
might differ from these average
inflation, while in other
>?=>;HÆ?DW7J?EDÆÆ average
measures for two reasons: first,
years it was richer households.
H7J;IÆEDÆ7L;H7=;ÆÆ
the prices of the same goods and
One particularly interesting
services may rise faster or slower
year is 2009, where there were
J>7DÆH?9>;HÆ
for them than for other households
large differences between rich
>EKI;>EB:I
(for example, if they use different
and poor households. The
kinds of shops); and second, they may spend
poorest fifth of the population faced an
their budgets differently to the average. While average inflation rate of 3.1 per cent, while
the first issue may be significant, it is difficult the richest fifth had an average inflation
to explore with the available data. But it is
rate of just 0.9 per cent. The gap is partly
possible to look at differences in household
explained by steep declines in mortgage
spending by using the annual Living Costs and interest rates, which benefit richer households
Food Survey (which is used to calculate the
more. Indeed, changes in housing costs play
RPI). Using this, IFS researchers have
an important role in driving differences in
calculated an inflation rate for every household. inflation rates between households generally
Since we know that household spending
– not only between rich and poor but also
patterns differ systematically across the
between young and old.
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Despite substantial variation from year
to year, poorer households experienced
higher inflation rates on average than richer
households. The average inflation rate for
the poorest fifth was 3.3 per cent compared
with 2.9 per cent for the richest fifth. This
suggests that ‘real’ income inequality may
have increased by more than is shown by
conventional inequality measures (which
don’t account for differential inflation rates).
During the recession, the difference in
average inflation rates was particularly large:
4.3 per cent for the poorest fifth and 2.7 per
cent for the richest fifth. In part this was
because mortgage interest rates fell and
domestic fuel prices rose. Whether this is
likely to be an issue over the next ten years will
depend on how relative prices change in the
future, something that is difficult to predict. It
is quite possible that the pattern of the recent
past will not repeat itself in the years ahead. "
MMM?<IEH=KAFH?DW7J?EDØ{wrrF:<



>;Å?DIÅ7D:ÅEKJIÅ
E<ÅKD;CFBEOC;DJ
In hard times when unemployment rates are
high, should policymakers do more to help?

 ÅÅ ÅJ>HEMDÅEKJÅE<ÅMEHAÅ?DÅ
HE<;IIEHÅC?J>«IÅIJK:OÅ7D7BOI;IÅs{ÅÅ
H?J7?DÅVD:ÅD;MÅ@E8IÅCK9>ÅCEH;ÅIBEMBOÅ
O;7HIÅE<ÅB78EKHÅC7HA;JÅ>?IJEHOÅ<EHÅCEH;ÅÅ
J>7DÅ?DÅJ>;ÅD?J;:ÅJ7J;IÅ 99EH:?D=ÅJEÅ
J>7DÅv {{{ÅF;EFB;Å?DJ;HL?;M;:Å;79>ÅO;7HÅ
H;I;7H9>Å8OÅHE<;IIEHÅ ;DD?<;HÅC?J>ÅE<Å
8OÅJ>;ÅH?J?I>ÅEKI;>EB:Å7D;BÅKHL;OÅJEÅ
J>;ÅD?L;HI?JOÅE<Å7HM?9A ÅDEJÅCK9>Å
?DL;IJ?=7J;ÅM>7JÅ:H?L;IÅ?DWEMIÅ?DJEÅ7D:Å
CEH;ÅJ>7DÅED;Å?DÅ;L;HOÅJ;DÅKD;CFBEO;:Å
EKJWEMIÅ<HECÅKD;CFBEOC;DJ
H?J?I>ÅMEHA;HIÅVD:ÅD;MÅ@E8IÅM?J>?DÅ7Å
>;ÅVD:IÅJ>7JÅM>?B;ÅH?J?I>ÅMEHA;HIÅÅ
CEDJ> Å9ECF7H;:ÅM?J>ÅED;Å?DÅ;L;HOÅJMEÅ
BEI;ÅJ>;?HÅ@E8IÅ7JÅ7ÅIBEM;HÅH7J;ÅJ>7DÅJ>;?HÅÅ
KD;CFBEO;:Å C;H?97DI
Å9EKDJ;HF7HJI ÅH?I;IÅ?DÅKD;CFBEOC;DJÅ7H;Å
>;Å9ECF7H7J?L;BOÅIBEMÅJH7DI?J?EDIÅ
C7?DBOÅ:H?L;DÅ8OÅI>7HFÅ?D9H;7I;IÅ?DÅJ>;ÅÅ
<HECÅKD;CFBEOC;DJÅJEÅMEHAÅ?DÅH?J7?DÅ
@E8ÅBEIIÅH7J;ÅDWEMIÅ?DJEÅKD;CFBEOC;DJÅ
C;7DÅJ>7JÅI?=D?V97DJÅ9>7D=;IÅ?DÅJ>;ÅB78EKHÅ 799EKDJÅ<EHÅw{ÅF;HÅ9;DJÅE<ÅKD;CFBEOC;DJÅ
C7HA;J ÅE<J;DÅ:H?L;DÅ8OÅ7ÅH;9;II?ED Å>7L;Å
9>7D=;IÅ?DÅH?J7?DÅ>?IÅ9EDJH7IJIÅM?J>Å
B?D=;H?D=Å;<<;9JIÅ>?IÅ>;BFIÅ
9B7?CIÅC7:;ÅEDÅJ>;Å87I?IÅE<Å
EB?9?;IÆJEÆ>;BFÆ Å:7J7ÅJ>7JÅ7BBÅ9>7D=;IÅ?DÅ
JEÅ;NFB7?DÅM>OÅH?J7?DÅ>7IÅ
F;EFB;ÆVD:Æ
IK<<;H;:Å<HECÅF;HI?IJ;DJBOÅ>?=>Å
KD;CFBEOC;DJÅ7H?I;Å<HECÅ
KD;CFBEOC;DJÅ?DÅJ>;ÅF7IJÅJÅ
@E8IÆ9EKB:ÆFB7OÆ L7H?7J?EDIÅ?DÅJ>;Å@E8ÅVD:?D=ÅÅ
7BIEÅIK==;IJIÅJ>7JÅFEB?9?;IÅJEÅ
H7J;ÅDEJÅJ>;Å@E8ÅBEIIÅH7J;
7Æ9H?J?97BÆHEB;Æ
>;BFÅF;EFB;ÅVD:Å@E8IÅÅIK9>Å7IÅ
>?IÅIK==;IJIÅJ>7JÅ?DÅ7Å
E89;DJH;ÅBKIÅ7D:ÅH7J?ED7B?I7J?EDÅ ?DÆIF;;:?D=Æ
H;9;II?ED ÅJ>;Å=EL;HDC;DJÅÅ
E<ÅJ>;Å8;D;VJIÅIOIJ;CÅÅ9EKB:Å
9EKB:Å=EÅ<KHJ>;HÅ?DÅ7BB;L?7J?D=Å
J>;Æ<7BBÆ?DÆ
FB7OÅ7Å9H?J?97BÅHEB;Å?DÅIF;;:?D=Å
KD;CFBEOC;DJ H?I;IÅ?DÅKD;CFBEOC;DJÅÅ
J>;Å<7BBÅ?DÅKD;CFBEOC;DJÅ7IÅJ>;Å
J>HEK=>ÅFEB?9?;IÅJ>7JÅÅ
;9EDECOÅH;9EL;HIÅ
;D9EKH7=;Å;CFBEO;HIÅJEÅ>7D=ÅEDÅJEÅÅ
DÅJ>;ÅH;7JÅ;9;II?EDÅE<Ås{{yÄ{z Å
MEHA;HIÅ;HC7DO«IÅ KHP7H8;?J«ÅFEB?9O ÅM>;H;Å
KD;CFBEOC;DJÅ?DÅH?J7?DÅHEI;Å8OÅEL;HÅ
J>;ÅIJ7J;ÅIK8I?:?I;:Å@E8IÅJEÅ7BBEMÅH;:K9J?EDIÅ
yv{ {{{Å<HECÅrwÅJEÅsvÅC?BB?EDÅ BJ>EK=>Å
?DÅ>EKHIÅ:KH?D=ÅJ>;ÅH;9;DJÅH;9;II?ED Å?IÅ
J>?IÅ?D9H;7I;ÅM7IÅB;IIÅJ>7DÅC7DOÅ>7:Å
7DÅ;N7CFB;ÅJ>;HÅFEB?9?;IÅJ>7JÅC?=>JÅ
<;7H;:ÅEDÅJ>;Å87I?IÅE<ÅF7IJÅH;9;II?EDIÅÅ
>7L;ÅI?C?B7HÅ;<<;9JIÅ?D9BK:;ÅFHEÄ9O9B?97BÅ
7D:ÅJ>;ÅI;L;H;ÅI?NÅF;HÅ9;DJÅ:HEFÅ?DÅÅ
;CFBEOC;DJÅJ7N;IÅBEM;H?D=Å;CFBEO;HI«Å
EKJFKJ ÅJ>;Å;D:ÅE<ÅH;9;II?EDÅ>7IÅDEJÅ
7J?ED7BÅDIKH7D9;Å9EDJH?8KJ?EDIÅ?DÅ7ÅH;9;II?EDÅ
8HEK=>JÅ7ÅI?=D?V97DJÅ<7BBÅ?DÅKD;CFBEOC;DJÅ MEKB:ÅH;:K9;ÅB78EKHÅ9EIJIÅ7D:Å;D9EKH7=;Å
DIJ;7: ÅJ>;ÅKD;CFBEOC;DJÅH7J;Å>7IÅ
;CFBEO;HIÅJEÅH;J7?DÅJ>;?HÅMEHA;HIÅ"
WK9JK7J;:Å7HEKD:Å;?=>JÅF;HÅ9;DJ ÅÅ
>7L?D=ÅH?I;DÅ<HECÅ7ÅFH;ÄH;9;II?EDÅBEMÅÅ
F7F;HIIIHD9ECIEBtF7F;HI9<C78IJH79JØ
E<ÅvsÅF;HÅ9;DJÅ?DÅ FH?BÅs{{yÅ
?:¦ryu{srx
E:FR
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?N?D=Å<H7=?B;ÅIJ7J;I
Fragile states are a central focus of Britain’s international development policy. Professor
Tim Besley talks to Romesh Vaitilingam about his research on state capacity
Å>7JÅ?IÅJ>;Å?:;7ÅE<ÅIJ7J;Å97F79?JO ÅM>?9>ÅÅ
and you need compliance tools to make sure
OEKÅ8;B?;L;ÅI>EKB:Å8;Å7JÅJ>;Å>;7HJÅE<ÅJ>;Å
that people actually deliver on their taxes.
:;L;BEFC;DJÅFEB?9OÅ:;87J;
If you think of it as an investment,
ÅWe use the term as a catch-all for those
then what are the motives that will make
things that the state invests in to become
it worthwhile? There are factors about the
an effective organisation. These are similar
economy. For example, it’s easier to tax
to what the development community talks
transactions if you have a more marketabout in discussions of so-called ‘fragile
based economy rather than a large informal
states’. We focus on two dimensions:
economy. But over time, you get
>;Æ
the effectiveness of the state’s
more formality and therefore tax
?DJ;HD7J?ED7BÆ
ability to raise tax revenues; and
systems develop.
the legal capacity, which is the
Then there are demand-side
9ECCKD?JOÆ
ability of the state to become
factors for what the state produces.
I>EKB:Æ:EÆ
an enforcer of property rights, a
Historically, war was one of them.
M>7J;L;HÆ?JÆ97DÆ Governments needed revenues to
registrar of personal property and
land, and an overseer and regulator JEÆH;<EHCÆBE97BÆ fight wars. What was exceptional
of financial markets.
about Western Europe was the
?DIJ?JKJ?EDI
Å7NÅH;L;DK;IÅ7H;Å9B;7HBOÅ;II;DJ?7BÅ
extent to which warfare became a
<EHÅ?DL;IJ?D=Å?DÅ?D<H7IJHK9JKH;Å7D:Å;:K97J?ED Å
key focus of state activity and the
8KJÅ>EMÅ:E;IÅ7Å9EKDJHOÅIJ7HJÅ=;D;H7J?D=ÅÅ
driving force behind fiscal systems.
J7N;IÅ;<<;9J?L;BO
Finally, there’s the ability of the state to
ÅYou have to understand how governments respond to demand-side factors, which lies
have historically made their decisions to build in the nature of political institutions. The
tax systems. We say ‘build tax systems’ rather core argument is that if you raise a lot of
than ‘raise taxes’ because you need to make
revenue, you want to think about the control
investments in infrastructure to support the
that taxpayers have over how that revenue is
system. You need monitoring and collection,
dispersed. You need strong representatives

y{ÅÅH?J7?DÅ?DÅs{rsÅ

from local institutions. We use the term
‘cohesive institutions’ to describe when
there’s a fair amount of citizen control.
Putting these ingredients together – the
economy, demand and institutions – gives you
a conceptual framework for thinking about
investing in fiscal capacity.
 EKÅC;DJ?ED;:Å;NJ;HD7BÅM7HIÅ7IÅ7Å:H?L;HÅ<EHÅ
;IJ78B?I>?D=ÅVI97BÅ?DIJ?JKJ?EDIÅKJÅM>7JÅ78EKJÅ
9EKDJH?;IÅ;NF;H?;D9?D=Å9?L?BÅM7HÅ7D:ÅF;EFB;Å
L?EB;DJBOÅ9EDJ;IJ?D=Å9EDJHEBÅE<ÅIJ7J;Å?DIJ?JKJ?EDI
ÅOne of the key functions of the state is
the need to establish law and order and peace
within a jurisdiction. And one feature of many
countries is sadly that they’ve singularly
failed to deliver peace and security for their
citizens. Even if they do, there are two ways
to do it. One is by having a genuine peace
supported by cohesive institutions. The other
is by having one force repressing the will of
the citizens, which is not much of a solution.
Repressive states are also problematic in the
sense of not really having established what
you would want to achieve in the form of a
stable and peaceful state.
ÅEKHÅH;I;7H9>ÅGKEJ;IÅ :7CÅC?J>Å97BB?D=Å<EHÅ
F;79; ÅJ7N;IÅ7D:Å@KIJ?9;Å7IÅJ>;ÅJ>H;;Å;B;C;DJIÅ
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E<Å7ÅIJ7J;Å?IÅJEÅ;IJ78B?I>Å
B7MÅ7D:ÅEH:;H
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Stock market crises are not a new phenomenon

ABGDLMH<D

E<Å7ÅIK99;II<KBÅ;9EDECOÅEK«L;ÅJ7BA;:Å78EKJÅ
F;79;Å7D:ÅJ7N;IÅM>7JÅ78EKJÅ@KIJ?9;
ÅThe justice part of Adam Smith’s famous
remark is what we call legal capacity, and
the fact that a prosperous economy relies on
all manner of inputs from an effective legal
system – contract enforcement, property
rights, and so on. We’re not talking about
justice writ large – human rights, and so on
– although those ideas do link to our agenda.
We’re talking about justice in a relatively
narrow sphere of how people are able to
contract freely with one another and engage
in commerce without fear of predation.
Å>7JÅ:E;IÅOEKHÅ<H7C;MEHAÅE<<;HÅ<EHÅÅ
J>?DA?D=Å78EKJÅM>7JÅ>7FF;DIÅD;NJÅ?DÅJ>;Å
FEJ;DJ?7BBOÅ<H7=?B;ÅIJ7J;IÅE<ÅJ>;Å H78ÅFH?D=ÅÅ
7D:Å>EMÅJ>;Å?DJ;HD7J?ED7BÅ9ECCKD?JOÅ97DÅÅ
>;BFÅJ>;I;Å9EKDJH?;IÅ:;L;BEF
ÅBeing of an optimistic nature, this is a great
opportunity to realise the virtues of building
cohesive institutions. So the international
community should do whatever it can to
reform local institutions so that these countries
move onto the path of common interests and
not the path of fragility. It’s clearly a countryby-country judgement, but ultimately the answer
has to be about building cohesive institutions.
Doing that is complicated – and researchers
and policymakers still have much to learn. "

The South Sea Company could have been
ÅÅ Bubble of 1720 was one
the first step to establishing a new British
of the world’s first stock market crises.
colony in the Spanish Americas. Even if
But was it the result of gambling mania
that was a remote possibility, many people
among investors and fraud by the
wished to stake a small claim in the company
South Sea Company, as historians have
just in case. The company’s records show
traditionally argued? In a new book,
that it took the slave trade seriously, working
economic historian Dr Helen Paul of the
with a major slaving company, the Royal
University of Southampton shows that
African Company, and the Royal Navy. It
this explanation is wrong.
survived stoppages in the trade and continued
Of course, she says, some investors
slaving even after 1720. Yet drawing on
were naive and paid large amounts for
evidence from contemporary sources, some
a variety of company shares. Others
historians continue to claim that
took advantage, expecting share
>;ÆIJEHOÆE<Æ
the trading arm of the company
prices to keep rising at least in
J>;ÆEKJ>Æ;7Æ was weak and that only fools
the short term and planning to
sell out before the bubble burst.
K88B;ÆD;;:IÆ would invest in it.
But while these sources
But there were underlying
JEÆ8;ÆJEB:ÆM?J>Æ tell us
much about social
reasons why people were
8EJ>ÆVD7D9?7BÆ history, they reveal little
interested in shares in the first
about financial history. Many
place. Shares in joint stock
J>;EHOÆ7D:Æ
express the views of a male,
companies were easier to sell on IE9?7BÆ>?IJEHO
Anglican, landowning elite,
than other forms of investment.
and blame outsiders such as Jews.
Two major wars were coming to
Tellingly, commentators like Daniel
an end, and people were optimistic
Defoe criticised financiers but not the trade
about the future of trade.
in human beings. They lacked the financial
The South Sea Company had
theory to explain stock market bubbles. As
monopoly rights to trade slaves to
Dr Paul concludes, the story of the South Sea
Spanish-held America. Ordinarily, Spain
Bubble needs to be told with both financial
tried to keep foreign merchants out of
theory and social history. "
its US colonies. Slave traders were the
exception because the colonies were
The South Sea Bubble: An Economic
dependent on slave labour and, struggling
History of its Origins and Consequences
to maintain its large empire, Spain could
by Helen Paul, published by Routledge
not provide slaves itself.

;9EDBI;79KA
HE<;IIEHÅ?CÅ;IB;O is Kuwait Professor
of Economics and Political Science,
and Director of STICERD at the London
School of Economics
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Younger people have cut back their spending the most

ÅÅ Centre researchers at the
From official forecasts made alongside
Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) throws light on the March Budget Britain won’t reach
the nature of the recent recession and its impact pre-recession levels of household spending
on households. It shows that the 2008-09
until the first quarter of 2013. Although
recession was different from the recessions
now widely seen as optimistic, even these
of the 1980s and 1990s in the scale of the
forecasts imply almost twice as long a period
falls in household expenditure, in how long
of expenditure below pre-recession levels as
those falls have persisted and in
occurred in previous recessions.
the ways in which households have >;ÆF7JJ;HDÆ
In terms of how households
adjusted their spending.
have changed their spending
E<Æ>EKI;>EB:Æ
Looking at the scale and
the researchers found that
;NF;D:?JKH;Æ
persistence of the falls, the research,
two big differences stand out
?IÆ9HK9?7BÆJEÆ
which was co-funded by the IFS
by comparison with previous
Retirement Saving Consortium, finds KD:;HIJ7D:?D=Æ experience. First, unlike
that household spending fell by
previous recessions, food
J>;ÆF7J>ÆE<ÆÆ
almost five per cent in real terms
purchases fell significantly
J>;Æ;9EDECO
between the first quarter of 2008
and this may reflect sharp
and the second quarter of 2009. This compares food price increases over the period.
with falls of just three per cent during the
Second, purchases of ‘consumer durables’
recessions of the early 1980s and early 1990s. fell relatively little, in stark contrast to
More recently, even by the first quarter of 2011 previous recessions when this spending
spending was still 4.4 per cent below its peak has taken the biggest hit. This may reflect
– by this stage of previous cycles spending
the effects of the temporary cut to the main
had already returned to its pre-recession peak. rate of VAT and the vehicle scrappage

ysÅÅH?J7?DÅ?DÅs{rsÅ

scheme – both implemented by the previous
government – as well as other factors.
Other categories of expenditure that
have seen substantial falls both in this
recession and in previous ones include
holidays, alcohol and eating out.
The research also highlights the different
experiences in the recent recession of
different types of households. The oldest
households (those containing someone over
65) reduced their spending by substantially
less than younger households. Average
annual expenditure growth in 2008 and
2009 was seven percentage points below its
non-recessionary trend value for households
where the oldest person was younger than 35
and it was five percentage points below the
trend for those where the oldest person was
aged between 35 and 64. The research found
no statistically significant fall in expenditure
growth for older households.
Those paying off mortgages reduced their
expenditure, on average, by substantially
more than those who own their property
outright or are renting. This implies that those
households who have seen their mortgage
interest payments fall have, on average,
tended to save rather than spend this windfall.
Cormac O’Dea, a senior research
economist at the IFS, said: “The pattern
of household expenditure is crucial to
understanding the path of the economy as
it accounts for about 65 per cent of GDP.
Continued economic weakness has gone
hand-in-hand with continued low levels of
household spending and the drop in spending
since 2008 has been unprecedented in recent
history both in its scale and its persistence.” "
MMM?<IEH=KAFK8B?97J?EDIÅ
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KD?I>?D=ÅFH?9;ÄVN?D=
A more rigorous approach needs to be adopted to deter cartel behaviour
  Å Å Å8;?D=Å
?CFEI?J?EDÅE<Å7ÅVD;Å?IÅCEH;ÅJ>7DÅJ;DÅO;7HIÅOÅ
9ECF7DOÅ:?H;9JEHIÅ<EHÅF;H?E:IÅE<ÅKFÅJEÅrvÅ
J>?IÅJ?C; ÅJ>;Å?D:?L?:K7BIÅH;IFEDI?8B;ÅC7OÅ>7L;Å
O;7HIÅMEKB:Å8;Å7Å<7HÅCEH;Å;<<;9J?L;ÅM7OÅE<Å
CEL;:ÅJEÅ7DEJ>;HÅVHC ÅH;J?H;:ÅEHÅ;L;DÅ:?;:Å
:?I9EKH7=?D=Å97HJ;BIÅJ>7DÅ9EHFEH7J;ÅVD;IÅ>7JÅÅ
IÅJ>?D=IÅIJ7D: Å?JÅ?IÅVHCIÅM>EÅ8;7HÅJ>;ÅH?IAÅ
?IÅJ>;Å9ED9BKI?EDÅE<ÅH;I;7H9>Å8OÅJ>;ÅÅ;DJH;ÅÅ E<ÅJ>;?HÅ;CFBEO;;I«ÅC?I8;>7L?EKHÅ7D:ÅJ>EI;Å
<EHÅECF;J?J?EDÅEB?9OÅÅ7JÅJ>;ÅD?L;HI?JOÅ
?DJ;DJÅEDÅVN?D=ÅFH?9;IÅADEMÅ?JÅ?D9;Ås{{t ÅÅ
E<Å7IJÅ D=B?7ÅKJÅM>?B;ÅJ>;H;Å?IÅB;=?IB7J?EDÅJEÅ FH?9;ÄVN?D=Å>7IÅ8;;DÅ7Å9H?C?D7BÅE<<;D9;Å?DÅ
?CFEI;ÅIEÄ97BB;:ÅECF;J?J?EDÅ?IGK7B?V97J?EDÅ H?J7?D ÅFKD?I>78B;ÅM?J>ÅKFÅJEÅVL;ÅO;7HIÅ?DÅÅ
H:;HI«ÅI ÅJEÅ:7J;Å?JÅ>7IÅD;L;HÅ8;;DÅKI;: FH?IEDÅ7D:EHÅ7DÅKDB?C?J;:ÅVD;ÅKJÅ9ECF7DOÅ
H79J?9;IÅIK9>Å7IÅFH?9;ÄVN?D= ÅC7HA;JÅ
;N;9KJ?L;IÅ>7L;ÅEDBOÅ8;;DÅ?CFH?IED;:Å?DÅED;Å
I>7H?D=Å7D:Å8?:ÄH?==?D=Å7BBEMÅVHCIÅ
97I;Å>;Å<7?B;:ÅJH?7BÅE<Å<EKHÅH?J?I>Å ?HM7OIÅ
J>7JÅ7FF;7HÅJEÅ8;Å9ECF;J?JEHIÅJEÅ79JÅ7IÅ
;N;9KJ?L;IÅ?DÅs{r{Å>?=>B?=>JIÅJ>;Å:?<V9KBJOÅE<Å
CEDEFEB?;I Å>?A?D=ÅFH?9;IÅ7D:ÅH?FF?D=ÅE<<ÅJ>;?HÅ FHEL?D=Å=K?BJ ÅM>;DÅVN?D=ÅFH?9;IÅC7OÅEDBOÅÅ
9KIJEC;HIÅHE:K9JIÅIK8@;9JÅJEÅJ>?IÅJ>;<JÅ>7L;Å ?DLEBL;ÅIEC;ÅGK?9AÅF>ED;Å97BBIÅEHÅ;C7?BIÅ
?D9BK:;:Å97HÅ=B7II ÅBED=Ä>7KBÅW?=>JI ÅH;FB?97Å
IÅFHEL?:;Å7DÅ7BJ;HD7J?L;ÅFKD?I>C;DJÅJ>7JÅ
<EEJ87BBÅA?JI Å87J>HEECÅVJJ?D=IÅ7D:Å
97DÅ8;ÅKI;:Å8OÅJ>;Å<V9;ÅE<Å7?HÅ
>;ÆÆ
9EDIJHK9J?EDÅH?9;ÅVN?D=ÅJOF?97BBOÅ
H7:?D=Å ÅJ>;Å8E:OÅH;IFEDI?8B;Å
H;I;7H9>Æ
E99KHIÅ8;JM;;DÅIC7BBÅDKC8;HIÅ
<EHÅ;D<EH9?D=Å9ECF;J?J?EDÅB7MÅD:;HÅ
E<Å;CFBEO;;IÅ<HECÅ9ECF;J?D=Å
J>;Ås{{sÅDJ;HFH?I;Å 9J ÅM>;DÅJ>;Å
IK==;IJIÆ
VHCI Å9ECCKD?97J?D=Å?DÅI;9H;JÅ
B7MÅ>7IÅ8;;DÅ8H;79>;: Å:?H;9JEHIÅ
J>7JÆVD;IÆ:EÆ
>;OÅ=;D;H7BBOÅADEMÅJ>7JÅ97HJ;BÅ
97DÅ8;Å:?IGK7B?V;:Å?<ÅJ>;OÅ>7L;Å
B?JJB;ÆJEÆ:;J;HÆ
FH79J?9;IÅ7H;ÅMHED=Å8KJÅ;D=7=;Å?DÅ
9EDJH?8KJ;:ÅJEÅC?I8;>7L?EKH Å?<ÅJ>;OÅ
J>;CÅ7DOM7OÅ?DÅFKHIK?JÅE<Å>?=>;HÅ
>7:ÅH;7IED78B;Å=HEKD:IÅJEÅIKIF;9JÅ
<KJKH;Æ97HJ;BÆ
FHEVJIÅDÅJ>;ÅKHEF;7DÅD?ED ÅIK9>Å 8;>7L?EKH
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Professor Paul Collier talks to Romesh Vaitilingam about how
low-income countries, rich in natural resources, can harness
the opportunity for development to benefit all their citizens
So we’ve discovered our natural assets,
Å>7JÅ7H;ÅJ>;ÅA;OÅ:;9?I?EDIÅ<EHÅH;IEKH9;ÄÅ
we’ve taxed them and we’ve managed the
H?9>Å;9EDEC?;I
local. Then we turn to the downstream, the
 In the past, many resource-rich countries
revenues that come into the government.
haven’t managed to harness their potential.
What happens to them?
And if we drill down, that’s because the
The next key link is the decision between
chain of decisions that has to go right is
consumption and investment. The revenues
long and complicated. We can split the
are generated by depleting a natural asset,
decision chain into five links. The first is
so they’re clearly not sustainable. But some
managing the discovery process. After all,
these natural resources are hidden. Discovery are more sustainable than others. A lot of the
discoveries we’re seeing now, especially of oil,
is all about generating information. What’s
are rather small discoveries and so
discovered is, in economic terms, a
will last only 20 years, perhaps.
lot of rents under the ground. So the J¬IÆ?CFEHJ7DJÆ
So that’s at the end of the
next step is to capture those rents
DEJÆJEÆ>7L;Æ
spectrum where you need a high
for society rather than for the people
7ÆH79;ÆJEÆJ>;Æ
savings rate from these revenues.
digging the stuff out of the ground.
Having decided to save a lot
Those people are entitled to a return 8EJJEC¬Æ?DÆ
of the revenues, the final link is
on their labour and capital and the
=EL;HD7D9;
deciding how to invest those
risks they’re taking. But with natural
savings. The model that has all the glamour is
resources, that leaves a lot of rents that need
the Norwegian one: ‘save the money abroad’.
to be captured for society, which requires
But the lower-income, resource-rich countries
a set of tax instruments. This link often
are very short of capital, so they should be
goes horribly wrong.
investing at home. To do that, they need to
The third link is that resource extraction
happens in some locality, and it’s important to build the capacity to invest properly. So that
manage that localisation. At one extreme, you final link is building the capacity to invest
productively – ‘investing in investing’.
get local communities of indigenous people
ÅEKHÅ:;9?I?EDÅ9>7?DÅ?IÅ7:L?9;Å<EHÅJ>;Å
who lose everything. Towards the other
extreme, you get the statement, ‘this belongs to =EL;HDC;DJIÅE<ÅFEEHÅ9EKDJH?;IÅJ>7JÅ>7L;Å7Å
M;7BJ>ÅE<ÅD7JKH7BÅH;IEKH9;IÅ>7J«IÅJ>;ÅHEB;ÅE<Å
us, not all citizens’. Managing the legitimate
J>;Å?DJ;HD7J?ED7BÅ9ECCKD?JOÅ?DÅ;D9EKH7=?D=Å
interests of the local without saying the local
J>;CÅJEÅ<EBBEMÅJ>?IÅ7=;D:7
is entitled to full ownership is essential.
Å9EKDJHOÅM?J>ÅH?9>ÅD7JKH7BÅH;IEKH9;IÅCKIJÅB;7HDÅ
JEÅC7D7=;Å7D:ÅDEJÅM7IJ;Å?JIÅEFFEHJKD?J?;I

ÅFirst, we have to recognise that this
decision chain is the responsibility of
the resource-rich societies themselves.
Governments need to build rules that are
supported by a critical mass of citizens.
Å>7JÅ97DÅJ>;Å?DJ;HD7J?ED7BÅ9ECCKD?JOÅ:EÅ
ÅOne is help the information process. There’s
a lot of knowledge out there, which can
accelerate ‘social learning’. The international
community can adopt voluntary guidelines,
against which resource-rich societies can
benchmark themselves. The second thing
the international community can do relates
to the major actors in the decision chain, the
resource-extraction companies. Very few
low-income, resource-rich countries have
their own resource extraction companies.
They don’t have the technology, the
skilled labour or the finance. So inevitably
international companies are centrally
involved, and it’s important that we don’t
have a ‘race to the bottom’ in governance.
ÅEMÅEFJ?C?IJ?9Å7H;ÅOEKÅJ>7JÅ?DÅJ>;Å9EC?D=Å
O;7HIÅM;«BBÅI;;ÅIEC;ÅE<ÅJ>;I;Å9EKDJH?;IÅ<EBBEMÅ
OEKHÅH;9ECC;D:;:ÅF7J>ÅIK99;II<KBBO
ÅCertainly around Africa, there’s a burning
sense of ‘never again’ – an awareness that
the past is a history of plunder, of the few
expropriating from the many and of the
present expropriating from the future. To
date, they’ve not built on that successfully.
Ghana, which was probably the best managed
economy in Africa, discovered oil in 2007
and, very rapidly, the quality of public
spending decisions deteriorated.
This is what inspired our work on the
Natural Resource Charter, an alliance between
academics and civil society in developing
countries, trying to put detail on the decision
chain that I’ve described. We’ve found a lot of
take-up for the charter, for example from the
economic arm of the African Union and the
African Development Bank. But managing
natural resources for development is a struggle:
whether it will go better than last time, let’s
hope so. People do learn from the past. "
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There’s delayed pain to come from the Great Recession
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